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Multiple software components that comprise the Desktop Linux SDK are shown in Figure 1.
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plications providing a lower-cost solution,
with better performance, lower latency,
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to the processing power of a single-core
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Figure 1: Desktop Linux SDK Architecture
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• Mapping a section of host memory to be visible concurrently to all of the DSPs
• Mapping so that each DSP can map a separate section of host memory
• Mapping so that memory of one DSP is visible directly to another DSP without host memory involvement

Modules included in the Host Processor Package are buffer manager, mailboxes, download manager, contiguous memory driver, PCIe user space driver and demos. The DSP package includes mailboxes, platform
code/drivers, Code Composer Studio™ IDE Project to compile the DSP image and demo code that runs on
the DSP.

Data I/O between
host and DSP

As functionality is offloaded to the DSP, the host processor has to send and receive data to the DSPs for
processing. This data exchange between host processor and DSP can be achieved in two ways.

1. Data is copied by the host processor into the DSP’s DDR before the DSP starts processing
2. DSP picks up the data from the host memory buffer directly as the DSP consumes the data (Host
memory is made visible to the DSP for the life time of processing of that data)

PCIe driver provided in the SDK allows both these mechanisms to do data exchange. In addition, a certain
memory region on the host memory can be reserved to be mapped permanently to be visible in all the DSP
chips/cores. Such mapped memory could be used as “global shared” memory. It is implied that any accesses
to the shared memory have to be done by properly acquiring the lock prior to access and release the lock
after access.
Using the DSP’s EDMA to do the data copy over the PCIe interface gives much higher throughput compared to using CPU read/writes. When the host processor wants to send/receive data buffer to/from the DSP,
the X86 programs the DSP’s EDMA engine to initiate the data I/O. In order for the EDMA to work, the source
and destination buffers have to be contiguous in physical memory. The DSP’s memory (DDR) is anyways contiguous. On the host, it is recommended to allocate physically contiguous buffers (using the CMEM module
supplied with the SDK) instead of using malloc.

Buffer manager

A generic malloc or free causes memory fragmentation. In order to circumvent this problem, buffer manager (bufMgr) is created. bufMgr divides memory into equal-sized chunks – so memory can be allocated
and freed without any fragmentation. Multiple pools (all chunks in a pool are of the same size) are needed
to emulate malloc/free. Each pool is tracked with a pool handle created by the create API and needs to be
supplied to all bufMgr APIs (delete, alloc, free) to do the operation on the appropriate buffer pool. Number
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of pools, size of a chunk in each pool, and number of chunks in the pool are configurable by the application. bufMgr can manage any type of memory (X86, DSP, PCIe, etc.). A typical application has multiple pools.
Another feature of bufMgr worth noting is that Single alloc, Multiple free supported (when there are multiple
consumers). A buffer is really freed when all the consumers call free(). The number of consumers is supplied
during allocation of a buffer from the bufMgr. There are two ways to create a buffer pool.

1. Create a buffer pool from a discrete array of buffers
2. Create a buffer pool from contiguous memory (the buffer manager internally chunks up that large
memory based on supplied chunk size)

Once a pool is created, there is no distinction with respect to how the pool is created. Memory allocation for the chunks is done outside of bufMgr. Typical use case is the bufMgr pool is created on DSP DDR
memory or PCIe memory. The host can allocate a buffer from this pool, fill up the buffer with the data for DSP
processing and queue it into the DSP for processing. Once the DSP finishes processing, the buffer can be
recycled.

Mailbox

Mailbox is used for exchanging control messages between the host and individual DSP cores. A mailbox
is uni-directional, either host —> DSP or DSP —> host. Mailboxes operate using memory areas in DSP.
The memory areas used by the Mailbox and the max payload size are configured during the creation of the
mailbox from both host and DSP. The mailboxes are tracked using local handle returned by the create API.
An empty Mailbox slot must be allocated prior to sending a message. Receiving a message frees a slot and
marks it as being empty. Mailboxes can be queried to obtain the number of unread messages within the
mailbox.

Download
manager

Download Manager provides APIs to download and reset DSPs. On boot up, the DSP is out of reset and in
Idle loop, waiting for the entry point to be set. Download Manager API downloads the DSP code and writes
the DSP entry point. In general, prior to downloading of application code, the DSP DDR memory needs to
be initialized. This is achieved by downloading a small DSP image (init.hex). Once the init code finishes the
DDR, the DSP waits for the next entry point. At this time, the application program must be loaded through the
Download Manager API. The boot process also supports boot configuration data to be written at a specified
location along with the download.
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Contiguous
memory driver

Memcpy-based PCIe transfers are very inefficient for throughput. Hence, it is advisable to use DMA to do
data transfer between the DSP and host processor. A prerequisite for the DMA to function is that the memory
needs to be contiguous in physical memory. Memory allocated using malloc is not contiguous. Ubuntu Linux
12.04 doesn’t have any user-mode APIs to allocate contiguous physical memory, and hence, the need for a
kernel mode driver to allocate contiguous physical memory is necessary. This CMEM module basically accomplishes that. There is a kernel module inserted to allocate/free physically contiguous memory. The CMEM
driver is a user-mode module with the APIs that the application can invoke.
In the kernel space, dma_coherent_alloc is invoked to allocate contiguous memory. Alloc uses mmap to
map the physical memory to user space address. The application can fill data into the buffers (network or
disk read) using user-mode address. The DMA can be initiated from the same buffer using the corresponding physical address. As there is no garbage collection in the driver, calling alloc/free with different sizes
will eventually result in memory fragmentation. It is hence recommended to allocate all contiguous buffers
up-front at the start of the process and use the buffer Manager to manage the buffers (bufMgr is a fragmentation-free memory management system. Refer to the bufMgr chapter for more details). At the end of the
process, it frees buffers to the Kernel module and unloads the module.
There is a restriction from Linux that we cannot allocate more than 4 MB of physical contiguous memory
using dma_coherent_alloc. If the application needs a buffer > 4MB, multiple CMEM buffers need to be allocated and grouped together in a descriptor. These discontinuous 4MB buffers can be mapped to be visible
as contiguous buffers in the DSP address space.
As an alternative, the CMEM module can be configured to use reserved memory at boot time in Linux.
Scripts are provided to configure the amount of memory to be reserved at boot time and the driver uses the
reserved memory to allocate the memory requested by the application instead of dma_coherent_alloc. This
method only works if the amount of physical memory present in the desktop is more than 4 GB plus the required reserved memory needed. With this scheme, the driver allows allocation of buffers bigger than 4 MB.

User-space
PCIe driver

The user space PCIe driver uses the pciaccess library to gain access to the TI PCIE devices. On driver open,
the driver searches and finds the TI 667x PCI devices in the system, probes the devices to activate and enable communication with DSP using the PCIe BAR regions by mapping them to user space. Once open, the
following functions are available through the PCIE user space driver.

• Support read and write to DSP memory
• Support transfer of data to DSP memory through DSP DMA
• Support mapping of Host contiguous memory to DSP memory
• Access to DSP boot configuration register to configure entry point
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There are several examples and demos that Texas Instruments offers to demonstrate the ease of programming and versatility of Desktop Linux SDK foundation software. A separate SDK (called Multicore Software
Development Kit for Video, in short – MCSDK-Video) is available from Texas Instruments as well. MCSDKVideo is built on top of the Desktop Linux SDK demonstrating video processing offload.
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